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A perennial complaint of Russian scholars is that the West does not appreciate
the high quality of achievements of Russian scientists. This complaint is very often
justified. Inevitably if a Russian and a Western scientist make comparable achieve-
ments nearly simultaneously, the whole credit in Western literature will be given
to the Western scientist. For example, the law of conservation of mass was clearly
formulated by M. V. Lomonosov (1711–1765), who wrote, ‘‘All natural transforma-
tions have the property that whatever of a substance is taken away from one body,
the same amount is added to another. Thus if the amount of matter decreases in
one place, it increases in another.’’ The custom in Western books is to credit the
law of conservation of mass to the French chemists of the revolutionary period.
One can easily multiply such examples. Gauss’ theorem (the divergence theorem)
and Green’s formulas, which are deduced from it, were stated explicitly by M. V.
Ostrogradskii (1801–1862) in 1828; the Schwarz inequality was stated by V. Ya.
Bunyakovskii (1804–1889) in 1859 (Schwarz stated it in 1875). The result very often
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is a change of nomenclature as one passes between the two languages. What is known
in the West as the Whittaker–Shannon Sampling Theorem is called Kotel’nikov’s
theorem in Russia; the Mayer–Vietoris sequence in topology is known to the
Russians as the Bokshtein sequence. The question as to which nation is entitled to
credit for a result or a scientist does not always have a simple answer, of course.
Many famous mathematicians on the periphery of Europe got their education and
proved their best results in France and Germany. In words that seem uncannily
prophetic, Einstein once remarked (when relativity was a new theory) that he was
referred to in Switzerland as a ‘‘Swiss Jew’’ and in Germany as a ‘‘German savant,’’
but if he should ever fall out of favor, these appellations would be reversed. An
extreme example of these mixed nationalities is provided by the astronomer
Friedrich Wilhelm Struve (1793–1864), who was called Vasilii Yakovlevich Struve
in Russia. (He began his career in Dorpat in East Prussia, but ended it at the
Pulkovo Observatory in Russia, having fled to escape serving in Napolean’s army.
His work in determining stellar parallax was simultaneous with that of Bessel, but
Struve seems to get less credit than Bessel; he is, however, given full credit for his
comprehensive catalog of double stars.)
How does it happen that very up-to-date scientific work performed by Russians
goes unnoticed in the West? Undoubtedly one of the reasons was the language
barrier, which made Russian publications rather rare in Western libraries. Lobachev-
skii, for example, made interesting contributions to the debate on the proper use
of the word function in mathematics and to the theory of trigonometric series, but
his publication outlets had only very local circulation. Hence his work in this
area is seldom mentioned. In the Soviet period the West came to understand and
appreciate the importance of what Soviet scholars were doing, but restrictions on
communication and visits to and from Russia kept the curtain drawn on how these
important advances were being made. How does a school of outstanding scholars,
such as one could find in a number of Soviet cities, come about? The Soviets had
an intense interest in their own intellectual history; they wanted to know what
positive factors lead to prosperity and groundbreaking research and what negative
ones lead to stagnation. Especially during the 1970s the Uspekhi Matematicheskikh
Nauk were filled with the memoirs of Soviet scholars analyzing their own experience
and describing the intellectual life of Soviet universities and the Academy of Sciences
during the period from the 1920s to the 1950s. Certain topics had to be handled
rather carefully—especially the watershed years from 1929 to 1936—but by reading
these memoirs one could gain some appreciation for what it felt like to be involved
in a large intellectual enterprise that was scoring impressive successes. During the
glasnost period of the late 1980’s even the earlier political interference with academic
life was thoroughly investigated by the scholars at the Institute for History of
Science and Technology and a few foreign scholars such as Pierre Dugac and
Charles Ford. (See in particular Ford’s article, ‘‘Dmitrii Egorov: Mathematics and
Religion in Moscow’’ in vol. 13 (1991) of The Mathematical Intelligencer and Dugac’s
joint article with A. P. Yushkevich, ‘‘L’affaire de l’acade´micien Luzin de 1936’’ in
Gazette des mathe´maticiens, no. 38, October 1988).
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These Soviet sources unfortunately have not yet been made the basis of any
monographs accessible to Western readers. As a result, outside of Loren Graham’s
admirable studies, there is very little material available in Western languages by
which the mathematician or historian of mathematics can understand what life was
like for Soviet mathematicians. The volume under review should begin to rectify
this deficiency by opening up windows through which one can observe scenes from
the life of one of the most remarkable mathematical communities in human history,
one that rivaled in both quality and quantity the achievements of Go¨ttingen in the
19th century. The book is a valuable source of both pleasure and information. Since
its unifying theme is geographical rather than topical, one can open it to any chapter
and be treated to a fascinating story of mathematical life. Many chapters contain
sketches of famous mathematicians and recount little-known incidents in the life
of Moscow University or the Academy of Sciences. A few figures, such as Kolmo-
gorov and A. A. Markov, Jr., are given more extended treatment. To help orient
the reader the book opens with the personal reminiscences of the late Adol’f
Pavlovich Yushkevich (1903–1993), who introduces many of the important charac-
ters in the story. The volume concludes with a bibliography compiled by S. S. De-
midov.
Besides the biographical and pedagogical themes that predominate in this volume,
there is a considerable amount of material on other topics. For the reader who is
interested in mathematical content one can recommend the articles by M. M.
Postnikov and Ilya Piatetskii-Shapiro or the biography of Kolmogorov written by
V. M. Tikhomirov. No discussion of the Soviet Union can be entirely free of politics,
and the reader who is interested in the relations between the political community
and the mathematical community can learn a great deal from the article by S. S.
Demidov on the 1930s and the article by D. B. Fuchs on the 1950s and 1960s.
The latter, in particular, discusses the question of Soviet anti-Semitism as it was
manifested in mathematics. Most interesting of all to the present reviewer were
the experiences of a Western scholar, A. M. Sossinsky, who emigrated to the Soviet
Union during the 1950s. Sossinsky is an honest and accurate observer, and the mere
facts of the story are fascinating enough, but the reviewer wishes Sossinsky had
told us more about his reasons for deciding to transfer from NYU to MGU at a
time when his parents were leaving the Soviet Union.
Taken as a whole this volume is an extremely valuable source for the sociology
of mathematics. It ought to be read for the lessons it teaches on ways of organizing
a first-class group of mathematicians, for the sheer pleasure it will give to mathemati-
cians, and—most of all—because the people and the triumphs of Moscow mathe-
matics deserve to be cherished and remembered. The only danger is that Moscow
will come to stand for the whole of Soviet mathematics. The other leading centers
of Soviet mathematical research should also not be forgotten—the advances in
Fourier analysis in Tbilisi; the varied research in symmetric spaces, tensor analysis,
and differential geometry in Kazan; the applied mathematics developed in such
Ukrainian cities as Kiev and Kharkov; the multifaceted research in Leningrad,
which rivaled that in Moscow itself, and much else.
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The reviewer hopes this book will be widely read and enjoyed, and that it will
be followed by other volumes telling even more of the fascinating story of Soviet
mathematics. It should also be followed in a few years by an update, so that we
can know if this great accumulation of talent will have survived the economic and
political crisis that is just now robbing it of many of its most brilliant stars (see the
article, ‘‘To guard the future of Soviet mathematics,’’ by A. M. Vershik, O. Ya.
Viro, and L. A. Bokut’ in Vol. 14 (1992) of The Mathematical Intelligencer).
Creating Modern Probability. Its Mathematics, Physics and Philosophy in Historical
Perspective. By Jan von Plato. Cambridge/New York/Melbourne (Cambridge
Univ. Press). 1994. 323 pp.
Reviewed by THOMAS HOCHKIRCHEN*
Fachbereich Mathematik, Bergische Universita¨t Wuppertal, 42097 Wuppertal, Germany
Aside from the role probabilistic concepts play in modern science, the history of
the axiomatic foundation of probability theory is interesting from at least two more
points of view. Probability as it is understood nowadays, probability in the sense
of Kolmogorov (see [3]), is not easy to grasp, since the definition of probability
as a normalized measure on a s-algebra of ‘‘events’’ is not a very obvious one.
Furthermore, the discussion of different concepts of probability might help in under-
standing the philosophy and role of ‘‘applied mathematics.’’ So the exploration of
the creation of axiomatic probability should be interesting not only for historians
of science but also for people concerned with didactics of mathematics and for
those concerned with philosophical questions.
Nevertheless, up to now, this history has only been written in fragments. The
cover text of Jan von Plato’s Creating Modern Probability, which tells us that this
‘‘is the only book to chart the history and development of modern probability
theory,’’ is true. Von Plato has given a first thoughtful account of the creation of
‘‘Modern Probability.’’
Kolmogorov’s axioms constitute a theory of probability remarkable in two ways.
First of all, it is a formalistic approach. Probability is defined in an abstract way,
without any interpretation concerning the meaning of this construction (at least in
the axioms). It thus becomes a mathematically deep subject. This depth is the
second characteristic feature of ‘‘Modern Probability’’: only from 1900 on did people
start to handle the infinite in a nontrivial way. This concerns infinite sets of elemen-
tary events as well as elementary events that are infinitary themselves, necessary
in the theory of stochastic processes.
Investigating the story of probability which is modern in this sense, von Plato
has one main interest: ‘‘No one had pursued the background of modern probability
in any detail, so that I felt free to let my own particular interests act as my guide.
As a result, the emphasis here is on foundational questions’’ (p. ix). This explains
why most of the more philosophical discussions are careful and well grounded,
* It is a pleasure to thank Ila Patel and Erhard Scholz (Wuppertal) for their support.
